
CAIRO Lamp Family | MLP386 | MLWL231 |

Reflecting the industrial aesthetic of the early 20th century, Cairo 
Contemporary Wall Light will bring a smooth ambiance to your room. 
This single arm version has a spun brass shade and is a versatile design 
that can be used as a wall light or picture light in any contemporary 
interior.



GEORGETOWN Table Lamp | MLTL030 |

Georgetown Industrial Clamp Table Lamp was designed and 
manufactured in Ireland. This industrial table lamp doesn’t just brighten 
up any room in your home with a warm appearance, it gives your home 
style as well.



TOKYO SPUTNIK Chandelier | MLF186 |

With an eye-catching design, the Tokyo Sputnik Chandelier is an update of 
the sputnik design from the 60s & 70s and fits well as a center piece to any 
room. The modern aesthetic and warm glow looks great over a dining or 
coffee table, and adds distinctive ambiance to any living space.



SAN JOSE Chandelier | MLF184 |

Inspired by 1940s industrialism, the San Jose Modern Chandelier 
embodies charm and style to any room. With eight adjustable arms and 
shades extending from a central column, this modern chandelier has a 
bold, sculptural presence.



BOGOTA Wall Light | MLWL232 |

With sleek lines, the Bogota Quirky Wall Light is a unique fixture that 
will add luster to your decor and dazzle your friends. This contemporary 
swing arm lamp looks great over a bed or kitchen unit as it does on 
bookshelves or as a wall mounted desk lamp.



HAVANA Table Lamp | MLTL029 |

The Havana Modern Industrial Table Lamp is slim and handsomely 
designed with a industrial look that easily matches with modern and 
industrial interiors. The body of this desk lamp features traditional 
details that becomes a perfect addition to any den or office.


